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Abstract: Around the world, there is a growing interest among policy scholars and practitioners in the role of knowledge in relation to public policy. These debates are accompanied by some confusion about what is meant by knowledge or evidence, as well as controversies around the role of scientists and suspicions of increasingly technocratic decision making. Our aim is to provide a useful overview of the major debates in this paper, and to trace six dominant discourses in current research that address the role of scientific knowledge or expertise in the policy process. We distinguish evidence-based policy making, knowledge utilisation, policy learning, knowledge transfer, social construction of knowledge and boundaries, and knowing in practice as separate discourses. We show how they differ in their understanding of knowledge, of the problem to solve in terms of the role of knowledge in policy, of practical implications, as well as in their understanding of public policy and in their ontologies and epistemologies. A condensed and structured representation serves as a basis for conducting comparisons across discourses as well as to open ways for analysis of strategic associations between the discourses. We hope to contribute to extending the discussion of knowledge in policy into the realm of epistemic politics and we suggest several avenues for future research that can draw on a range of concepts from across all of the discourses.
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INTRODUCTION

In the recent years the calls for evidence-based policy making have resulted into more attention paid to how evidence is generated, brought into policy, and used. The literature has become quite broad and divided across a range of scientific communities. Although a consensus on the influence of scientists on policy outcomes remains beyond reach (Keller 2009), there is an increasing number of theories and empirical studies using a wide range of concepts to construct narratives of the links between policy processes and knowledge.

In this paper, we trace six primarily academic "lowercase d" discourses that address the role of scientific knowledge or expertise as well as other forms of knowledge in the policy process. The aim of this ordering attempt is, on the one hand, to provide a useful overview of the major debates on knowledge in policy. On the other hand, we intend to show how individual discourses differ in the ways they understand knowledge, the problem to solve in terms of the role of knowledge in policy, as well as implications for practice. We also aim to provide a condensed and structured representation that serves as a basis to understand strategic associations between the discourses as well as to conceptually order the relationships between various directions of analysis. We further suggest strengthening the research into the role of knowledge in policy into the area of epistemic politics and we briefly sketch several potential avenues of analysis that can draw on a range of concepts from across all of the discourses.

We attempt to hold the theoretically somewhat overloaded term “dis- course” lightly. We start from an understanding that discourse represents “a specific ensemble of ideas, concepts, and categorizations that are produced, reproduced, and transformed in a particular set of social practices and through which meaning is given to physical and social realities” (Hajer 1995: 44). We
find the notion of an *ensemble* important; this suggests that the ideas, concepts and categorizations are ordered into intelligible relationships. Nevertheless, adhering to an ontology of social practice, discourses are seen by us as neither objects, nor closed systems or social structures. Instead, they exist as ordering attempts only through their articulation – and cannot be seen as separated from action (cf. Dryzek 2000). In our understanding, discourses are somewhat looser and possibly contain more internal tensions than “frames” (Schön and Rein 1996), but they can serve as projective (Bryson 1981) schemata of interpretation (Laws and Rein 2006) in the sense that they – together with material arrangements – help construct and renegotiate the somewhat durable realities that make particular actions more sensible, or probable, than others (see also the notion of “meta-narratives”, Roe 1994). (Thus it would also be problematic to claim that we describe discourses as they “are”; indeed, we also conduct an ordering attempt.) Neither would we frame the ensembles we identified as “paradigms”; that term seems to imply relatively fixed (dominant) worldviews, manifested in unreflected thought styles, beliefs or even pre-rational schemes of interpretation and action. We focus on academic discourses of policy making, but at the same time do not think it is possible to entirely separate academic and practitioner discourses; indeed, academics help enact the objects of which they speak.

Methodologically, we have not followed rigorous discourse-analytical methods but used several flexible procedures to arrive at a provisional ordering of discourses, as presented in the following sections. First, in the literature, both academic journals and official documents that implement the ideas of a discourse in practice, we tried to identify what could be the backbones of ensembles of ideas, concepts and categorizations in the form of a metaphor, “code”, logic, or struggle that is central to the discourse (for more details see also Table 1). Specific concepts, with at least partially stabilised meanings, are often tightly linked to this backbone. Second, we tried to construct boundaries between these individual ensembles with the use of two heuristics: one of a conflict between central metaphors or logics, and one of interpretive distance from the stabilised meanings of concepts crucial for the discourse. Nonetheless, the discourses presented should not be seen as easily demarcated and entirely independent. It is also perhaps important to note that in order to construct discourses as “ensembles of ideas, concepts and categorizations”, it is important to establish relationships between ideas or concepts and identify groupings of arguments. Such work can cut across individual works, i.e. we do not assume that a publication is by default a consistent structure of arguments belonging to exactly one discourse. Also, the list of discourses presented here is not exhaustive: additional discourses on, e.g., knowledge management or governmentality (power/knowledge) could be added; we focused on the six mentioned above due to their tighter relation to policy making.

The first discourse draws on a surge of interest in what has been described as evidence-based policy making (EBPM), defined as the systematic use of the best available evidence to improve policy output (Section 2). Although EBPM writings endow scientific knowledge with particular truth-producing qualities, many of them discuss and challenge the alleged privileging of this one particular voice. The second discourse consists of accounts examining the various uses and pathways of research findings (Section 3). The third discourse on policy learning deals with the mechanisms and patterns of the “travel” of particular ideas (Section 4). The fourth discourse, “knowledge transfer”, unites accounts that conceptualise science and policy/politics as different social systems, cultures, communities or social worlds that need to be “bridged” (Section 5). Its aim is to understand what makes boundary or intermediary organisations and activities (such as knowledge brokerage) effective. The fifth discourse, developed particularly while studying environmental policy, develops accounts that show how boundaries between scientific and non-scientific knowledge are strategically constructed by coalitions of actors (Section 6). It also suggests changes towards democratisation of policy making, typically by involving citizens in these processes. Lastly, the sixth discourse is a transposition of the “practice turn” in social sciences onto the work of decision makers (Section 7). Its objective is to understand what different forms of knowledge play their part in the conduct of a policy-making practice. In the discussion section (Section 8) we provide a synthesising overview and comparison of the six discourses, discuss their compatibilities, and sketch a notion of discourses linking into strategic “apparatuses”. The concluding section (Section 9) formulates some recommendations for research focused on the realm of epistemic politics, one that goes beyond the traditional preoccupation with issues of knowledge and policy in the dominant discourses.

**EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY MAKING: PRODUCTION OF POLICY-USABLE SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE**

Evidence-based policy making (EBPM) is a “rational” approach towards decision making attempting to base it on valid “information”, “data” or “facts” acquired by means of acknowledged knowledge gathering and analysis methods. In literature focusing on improving the quality of output through the use of scientific knowledge, EBPM has been described as a “problem-solving”, “instrumentalist”, or “technical” model (cf. Haas 1992). This model is to be dis-
tistinguished from “opinion-based” or ideological policy making by appealing to rationality and what Wildavsky (1979) calls “speaking truth to power”.

In the early 1970s Campbell formulated an “experimenting society”, one of the first important visions of rational decision making by politicians. Based on hard-headed tests (experiments), Campbell (1991) sought to minimize bias by providing causal inferences about effect of social reforms. The notion corresponds to an evidence-based society where, besides experimentation, a wide range of evidence derived from applied research and evaluation is used. The new focus on an instrumental use of knowledge also meant a return to an expectation that social sciences and their results should be “useful”.

Over the past twenty years EBPM has spread internationally (Head 2010) and the use of evidence for policy development and evaluation is now firmly established in countries like US and UK, although similar activities are seen also at the EU level, for example in the form of obligatory project evaluations, with experiments and quasi-experiments as preferred designs. Recent studies are showing a shift towards EBPM also in Central and Eastern European countries (e.g., Mikulskiene 2013 for Lithuania). Various policy fields and sectors have been subject to EBPM, including health and medicine (Rosenberg and Donald 1995, Gray 1997), education (Mosteller et al. 2002), criminal justice (Sherman et al. 2007), and labour market policy. The term was originally coined when the Tony Blair government came to power in 1997 and pledged to modernize policy making through more accountability in the decision-making process (Cabinet Office 1999a, b). One of the earliest statements on the nature of evidence-based policy was made in the Cabinet Office White Paper outlining the modernising agenda by placing research and analysis at the centre of decision making: political decisions were to be “based on a comprehensive and foresighted understanding of evidence” (Cabinet Office 1999a). The slogan “what matters is what works” became to signal the end of policy making based on political ideology (Nutley et al. 2007).

The principle of finding out “what works”, the key metaphor of EBPM, has informed a number of recent governmental guidelines and support materials to enhance the production and use of evidence in policy making. Another indicator of accelerating demand for evidence is the recent proliferation of professional associations producing evidence as well as organisations that establish evidence standards and identify studies that provide the strongest evidence for decision and policy making, part of the so-called “evidence movement”. For the UK, Clark and Holmes (2010) highlight the following aspects: a) adoption of government guidelines in support of good practice in using research findings and advice from researchers; b) “science and engineering assurance” reviews carried out by the Government Office for Science to evaluate and help improve how major departments use research findings in policy; c) institutional changes, primarily the establishment of chief scientific advisers in a majority of governmental organisations, so that research findings of appropriate scientific quality are used; and d) uptake of analysis and use of evidence among the core skills for civil servants in the Professional Skills for Government competency framework (in development since 2003). In this sense, EBPM is also associated with the rise of popularity of the “new public management” discourse and the structural changes in public administration that have followed (see also Nassehi et al. 2007; Pons and Zanten 2007).

EBPM aspires to “help people make well-informed decisions about policies, programmes, and projects by putting the best available evidence at the heart of policy development and implementation” (Davies 2004: 3; cf. EC 2001, 2008). Reiterating and sharpening the concerns of earlier knowledge utilisation literature (see Section 3), EBPM-oriented scholarship places the following questions into focus:

- **What counts as evidence? What types of information are more used in policy making?** It seems that more information is now being provided to policy makers, and that systematic reviews are seen as more useful than single studies.
- **How is quality of evidence assessed (and by whom)? How is contestation, uncertainty or lack of consensus around evidence dealt with? Is there a hierarchy of evidence?** Randomized controlled trials and systematic reviews are proclaimed by some governments as the gold standard in applied research and evaluation.
- **How is evidence generated and brought into policy? In what activities or stages of reaching a policy decision, with what intentions of individual actors and effects is evidence used?** For example, building on Weiss, Estabrooks

---


3 Systematic reviews aim to exhaustively summarise available research results. Unlike a literature review, a systematic review starts with a clear question to be answered or a hypothesis to be tested. The reviewer then locates all relevant published and unpublished studies (not only the best known, but all that are relevant), explains how these were identified and obtained, and highlights any known gaps. The quality of the studies and the potential bias are then assessed through the methods which have been used to produce them. Finally, the results are synthesized. A protocol tends to guide the whole process to achieve maximum transparency, transferability and replicability. (See also Badger et al. 2000)

4 Randomized controlled (or clinical) trials represent all experiments where random assignment of intervention tests the effectiveness and provides information about adverse effects. Rigorous random allocation into two (or more) groups is needed to minimise potential bias and maximise statistical power.
course, the term “knowledge” most often refers to scientific or expert knowledge, while Tingling and Brydon (2010) suggest that evidence can be used to make, inform or support a policy decision.

- **What are the factors affecting the use of evidence?** Several types of answers are provided, focusing also on the format of the evidence such as length, language used, presence of a nontechnical summary etc. but also on the links between actors producing and actors using evidence, as well as on the context of the policy decision such as Weiss’s (1999) ‘four Is’: interests, ideology, information and institutions.

Nonetheless, what is meant by evidence is by no means clear in the literature. A number of terms are used such as policy advice, policy analysis, intelligence, expertise, scientific knowledge, social science, applied research, evaluation, or evidence. There have also been intense controversies over what qualifies as “rigorous” or “credible” evidence (Donaldson et al. 2009). In this respect, two views can be identified. The conventional, narrower or conservative view claims that evidence should be independently produced through systematic reviews, meta-analysis and robust experimental research and be verifiable (Pawson 2006; Davies et al. 2000). Authors taking a broader view argue that in a democratic society rigorous scientific knowledge is only one of legitimate “voices” and “lenses” (Head 2010). Also, a more diverse array of research methods is permissible, focusing not only on “what works”, but on a wider variety of questions such as “what is the nature of the problem”, “why does it occur” and “how might it be addressed” (Nutley et al. 2007: 13). Nevertheless, in this discourse, the term “knowledge” most often refers to scientific or expert knowledge. That indicates a hegemonic position of scientific knowledge as compared to other types of knowledge at least on the normative, if not empirical, level – as it is scientific knowledge that most closely exemplifies the specific criteria of rationality postulated by EBPM. It is argued that two features distinguish scientific/expert knowledge from other types of knowledge (Boswell 2009): a) institutional affiliation and qualifications of its producers, and b) characteristics of the knowledge itself. First, the producers of expert knowledge need to demonstrate their qualifications through academic training, position in a relevant institution, or list of publications. The primary institutional loci are thereby universities, policy analysis units of government departments or international organizations, and research institutions (including think tanks). Second, expert knowledge must employ methodologies that ensure its soundness. That also means that not all scientific knowledge fulfils the validity and usefulness criteria equally well – a research or “evidence hierarchy” (Davies et al. 2000; Higging and Green 2008) is constructed, with a bias in favour of experimental research designs such as randomized control trials, large-sample studies, as well as econometric modelling, comparative data, and causal inference. The criteria of policy relevance correlate with quality criteria used to judge quantitative research. Systematic reviews occupy a specific position, as they are proposed as a solution to the problem of timing, i.e. scientific research taking too long compared to policy cycles to be able to deliver results in a timely fashion. In fact, we are witnessing a rapidly growing amount of literature on how to conduct systematic reviews of existing findings (Pawson 2006, Sager 2007). The implied superiority of scientific knowledge and the instrumental rationality of its use have been targeted by scholarly critique, particularly in the context of the managerial reforms focusing on effectiveness, efficiency and value for money as experienced in the UK. Long ago, Cohen and Lindblom (1979) suggested that relying on scientific findings introduces a somewhat naive and dangerous expectation of conclusiveness and impartiality. The very possibility of achieving reliable causal knowledge of social processes and mechanisms for the purposes of designing and legitimising societal interventions – as compared to the knowledge in, say, areas of medical science – is being questioned (Sanderson 2000). In addition, social-scientific findings are often contradictory, inconsistent or incommensurable, and even some of the reviews commissioned by the government have been labelled as “quick and dirty” due to their hasty preparation and poor scholarship. Parsons (2002: 44) states that “EBPM must be understood as a project focused on enhancing the techniques of managing and controlling the policy-making process as opposed to […] improving the capacities of social sciences to influence the practices of democracy”. It can thus be seen as an expression of a technocratic style of policy making (cf. Fischer 1990). In that sense, concerns have been raised about the construction of an expert discourse that excludes indigenous, practical, and ordinary knowledge. As a remedy, Shulock (1999: 241) suggests that evidence and scientific research serves best “not as a comprehensive, problem-solving, scientific enterprise, but as a contributor to an informed discourse” and thus as an instrument of a democratic rather than a decision-making process. That might involve a shift from the narrow instrumentalism of EBPM towards what Smith (1996) termed “evidence society”, in which democratic debate is valued.

## KNOWLEDGE UTILISATION: TRACING THE PATHWAYS AND DIFFERENT USES OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

The second discourse on the interaction of scientific knowledge and policy consists of accounts focusing on ways of using research findings in policy and...
the pathways through which they get there. This discourse developed over the 1960s and particularly in the late 1970s in the USA in response to the paradox that the results of large research programmes had not found their way into policy formulation – namely in a situation of increasing budgetary pressures and growing need for accountability of public funding. It was Havelock (1969) who called for a ‘science of knowledge utilisation’, bringing this discourse into existence.

The first main notion rests on the understanding that there are various factors influencing how and when research findings “travel”. Weiss (1979), one of the key scholars in the then-emerging knowledge utilisation and innovation diffusion literature, developed a set of six models describing different patterns of research utilisation. These models are used to understand how evidence and knowledge is thought to shape or inform policy. The first two models describe instrumental use of research findings by policy makers but with differing directions of influence. First, in the knowledge-driven model, policy is led by research and knowledge is directly applied in policy formation. In the second policy-driven model, which is a reiteration of Havelock’s (1969) problem-solver model, research follows policy; policy issues (in particular in relation to an impending policy decision) shape research priorities, while consensus on goals is required. The models of instrumental utilisation have been further elaborated. A more recent reiteration is offered by Landry et al. (2001): the “science-push model” (where research advances and finds its way into practice, while users are considered to be passive recipients) stands in opposition to the “demand-pull model”, where user demand for usable and relevant research influences research priorities through tenders and contracted research, research agendas or funding schemes.5 Knott and Wildavsky (1980) formulated a model to measure the influence of research results over a particular policy decision with six stages forming a chain consisting of reception, cognition, discussion, to measure the influence of research results over a particular policy decision (Carden 2005), causing complex problems in attribution. It has even been suggested to examine whether research results shape stereotypes or seeping into tacit knowledge; cf. Davies (2005). It has also been recognised that research impacts policy through pathways that are unpredictable, contingent and non-linear (Gabbay and le

5 Landry et al. (2001) developed several additional models. The organisational interest model is similar to the demand-pull model, nevertheless research utilisation focuses on the rules and culture of the recipient organisation. The dissemination model places dissemination activities and mechanisms in the forefront. Finally, the interaction model integrates other models in a manner similar to Havelock in that it tries to include the different factors of research utilisation in one model.

Weiss (1980), nevertheless, observed that instrumental use was (at that time) quite rare, a conclusion reconfirmed recently by, e.g., Owens et al. (2006) and Boswell (2009). This is the case even where governments set up in-house research units (Nuttley et al. 2007). The situation when government-commissioned research stays unused was termed by Shulock (1999) as “the paradox of policy analysis”. Various resistances inherent to governmental organisations have been described to explain this phenomenon. When used, inputs from external experts “overload collective decision processes, undermine consensus and coalition maintenance, and disrupt incremental decision-making patterns,” or contradict “the experience-based legitimisation of most bureaucracies” (Dror 1979). Canary (2010) identified two structural contradictions in the use of policy-relevant knowledge, which she terms “policy legitimisation versus allocative resources” and “control versus autonomy”. That research produced or commissioned by governments is not being used to inform policy profoundly challenges the instrumentalist account of knowledge utilisation.

The second main notion of this discourse is therefore that in addition to instrumental or problem-solving functions, research often takes on other, symbolic functions in policy making. In Weiss’s (1980) political model, research is used (selectively) to legitimise a premeditated decision. Research findings are used strategically in the service of political interests and values. The fourth model, the tactical model, describes how bureaucratic politics uses research, e.g., to build an image of responsiveness or to delay an undesirable decision. Thus, research is used as a political tool, in a way that is unrelated to actual problem solving or to the substance of the research. Also for Boswell (2009), expert knowledge fulfils two other distinct functions in policy making: enhancing the legitimacy of organisations (“legitimizing knowledge”), and lending credibility to their policy preferences (“substantiating knowledge”). Similarly, Weible (2008) identified three uses of expert knowledge – instrumental use, political use, and learning (corresponding to conceptual use). Clark et al. (2011) distinguish between enlightenment, decision and negotiation as purposes of knowledge use. Stevens (2011) observes that in policy processes scientific arguments require political support, and it would seem that available scientific knowledge gets selected and used not primarily when it fits the instrumental
POLICY LEARNING: TRAVEL OF IDEAS ACROSS POLICY SYSTEMS

Long ago, Heclo (1974) suggested that knowledge acquisition and utilization could lead to better understanding and improvement of existing policies, and thus “learning” can cause policy change. In contrast to the EBPM discourse, which primarily focuses on the criteria of permissible evidence, the policy learning discourse evolved around the intent to study how knowledge about particular policy instruments, institutional arrangements or even ideas and ideologies “travel” between or across policy systems or policy fields.

The policy learning discourse is rich on concepts used to describe this travel or movement of policy knowledge across time and space. “Policy diffusion” studies the patterns of movement of ideas, or a “successive or sequential adoption of a practice, policy or programme”, from a perspective that implies “spreading, dispersion and dissemination of ideas or practices (across space and time) from a common source or a point of origin” (Stone 2001, pp. 4–5; cf. Eyestone 1977). Such a perspective seems to go beyond a process in which decision makers more-or-less rationally or voluntarily imitate or modify the tools that seem to work elsewhere by implicating structural forces at play. favouring structural explanations even more, the term “policy convergence” (Bennett 1991) implies a dominant pattern of “increasing similarity in economic, social and political organization between countries that may be driven by industrialization, globalization or regionalization” (Stone 2001, p. 6).

Nevertheless, such explanations do not entirely pay attention to the mechanisms through which the travel of knowledge or ideas takes place. The four causes of policy convergence in Bennett (1991), i.e. penetration, emulation, harmonization, and elite networking and policy communities, do not explain, perhaps with the exception of the latter, how a particular decision maker came across the knowledge which his or her decision is based on. Thus, the concept of “lesson drawing” (Rose 1991, 1993) that addresses questions such as who, when and how draws proper lessons across time and space (where lessons can be positive, prescribing what ought to be done, as well as negative, in terms of what not to emulate; Rose, 1993, pp. ix–x). For Rose, lesson drawing is an intentional exercise involving research in order to gather knowledge and information and learning from either policy makers’ own or others’ experience, often conducted by public officials (cf. Heclo 1974). The normative effort to improve policies lies in the promotion of institutional implementation and procedural improvement of this intentional exercise. Thus similarly to EBPM, evidence based on rational systematic search for best possible options and lesson drawing becomes some of the options for policy intervention. More broadly, “policy transfer” (Dolowitz and Marsh 1996, 2000) refers to “a process in which knowledge about policies, administrative arrangements, institutions, etc. in one time and/or place is used in the development of policies, administrative arrangements and institutions in another time and/or place” (Dolowitz and Marsh, 2000, p.5).

In this view, lesson drawing is only at one end of the continuum of three different processes of transfer: voluntary transfer (or perfect rational lesson drawing), negotiated transfer (under bounded rationality) and direct coercive transfer.

Nevertheless, there is an ontological point of contention within the policy learning discourse. Positivist models of policy diffusion and policy transfer, initially based on literature studying diffusion of innovation, assume that policy instruments, scientific facts or ideas exist as fully formed, stable objects travelling from one place to another (or from centre towards periphery), to be accepted, modified or rejected within a new (stable) institutional, cultural etc. environment. This understanding was questioned already by Schön (1973)

and recently also by the policy translation literature (e.g., Clarke et al. 2015). The empirical counter-argument is that the object travelling is "fluid, mutable, changing itself and the environment as it moves" (Freeman 2006, p. 371). Thus, in line with a more constructivist understanding, both the object as well as its destination are in a process of dynamic structuring.

The changes caused by the "travel" of knowledge or ideas about policy to their destinations are understood as policy change or policy learning. In his account of learning in macroeconomic policy, Hall (1993) sets out three levels of policy change: a) adjustment or modification of policy instruments with unchanging policy objectives (incremental learning, or Glaspergen’s (1996) technical learning); b) change in the overarching goals that guide policy (conceptual learning, or May’s (1992) social learning); and c) exchange of underlying paradigms through which problems are framed, and thus a genuine shift in policy beliefs with fundamental implications for the choice of policy instruments (corresponding to May’s political learning).

The literature universally acknowledges that the process of learning is neither automatic nor simple. Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier (1993) argue that "knowledge does not suddenly appear, become universally accepted" (p. 47). Quite the opposite, the impact of information on policy making is most likely to be slow, "indirect, delayed, and general" (Dunn, 2004, p. 58). Thus, scientists have, besides processes and outcomes as well as indicators and research methods measuring the successes and failures of policy learning and lesson drawing, extensively focused on the role of actors and the social structures in which they participate (cf. Biegelbauer 2007). This included a shift of attention from fixed entities producing knowledge (such as universities or policy analytical units) toward the role of more loose, flexible and informal networks, to recognize that stakeholders such as think tanks, civil society, citizens and others have increasingly been involved in producing policy-relevant knowledge. Sidney describes this trend in the following words: “national policy … increasingly finds policy formulation to occur outside of government offices – that is, in think tanks and within the loose networks of advocacy and interest groups that together with government officials make up policy communities” (2007, p. 86; cf. Weingart 2001).

Considerable efforts have also been put into researching various types of social structures – such as networks or communities – in which policy makers and other actors participate. Sabatier (1988) attempts to integrate knowledge utilisation (what he calls the "enlightenment function of policy analysis") with processes and interactions among the actors in an advocacy coalition framework (ACF). He stresses the role of beliefs that create conflict and opposition, but also possibilities for alliances among actors representing different groups, organizations and institutions "who share a set of normative and causal beliefs and who often act in concerted" (Sabatier, 1988: 133). The shared beliefs and assumptions, however, are not static, but transform over time or are replaced by others. Experience, knowledge and information accumulated from past policies lead to such changes, i.e. learning. It is also important that several competing advocacy coalitions usually emerge within a policy subsystem, coalitions that compete for access to policy and institutional resources. Policy learning then depends not only on factual knowledge but also on insights gained from social interactions between actors and groups (Jasanoff 1997). It would seem that for achieving policy learning, "pluralist and corporatist" networks (Coleman and Skogstad 1990; Coleman and Atkinson 1989) are more favourable, since they provide their members with "steady interactions with other [members], who will hold, to an extent, different policy beliefs and preferences" (Montpetit 2007). However, it has also been suggested that under the network view knowledge is used tactically according to policy actors’ interests (Weiss 1977). Nevertheless, networks and communities serve not only to spread knowledge, but also to motivate action and define interests (Hall 1989). Overall, the move towards networks and communities as objects of analysis also instigated a turn from rational and problem-solving organizations towards recognition of the role of social learning and the formation of groups and collectives around beliefs and ideas (in addition to ACF also “epistemic communities”, Haas 1989, or “discourse communities”, Hajer 1993, cf. “elite networking and policy communities” as factors of policy convergence in Bennett 1991), or shared practices (“communities of practice”, Lave and Wenger 1991, Wenger 1998).

Nevertheless, despite the four decades of struggling with concepts such as “policy learning” or “policy change”, it still remains conceptually unclear what elements constitute such learning (Bennett and Howlett 1992) or when a policy change constitutes a case of learning (Biegelbauer 2013). Another point of critique focuses on the actors with whom the beliefs of advocacy coalitions originate: “Sabatier takes the view that the policymaking process, in terms of agenda-setting and other phases, is dominated by elite opinion” (Parsons, 1995: 197).

**KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER: “BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN TWO COMMUNITIES” THROUGH INTERMEDIARIES**

An image of two separate communities, knowledge producers and knowledge users, and of a multi-dimensional gap between them hampering knowledge transfer, turned out to become one of the dominant images for knowledge in...
public policy. It is implied that science and policy are two different worlds with different languages, values, rewards systems etc. – and thus the gap is not only a knowledge gap, but also, *inter alia*, a cultural, motivation, reward, immediacy or terminology gap (Caplan 1979; cf. Haddow and Klobas 2004). This discourse has a similar practical starting point as the knowledge utilisation literature (see Section 3), i.e. the observation across numerous policy areas and political debates that research findings and scientific knowledge are not being taken into account and passive diffusion does not seem to work. The main assumption of this discourse is a missing connection or a “knowledge gap” in the research-to-policy chain, requiring a focus on intermediary actors and structures between science and policy. The leading metaphor of “bridging the gap” signifies the necessity of linking these two separate worlds or communities, and the two-community model requires a key actor “positioned at the interface between the worlds of researchers and decision makers” (Ward et al. 2009: 267).

A third, intermediary or boundary actor was proposed already by Heclo (1974) under the name “policy middle men”, by Kingdon (1995) under the term “policy entrepreneurs”, and more recently by Pons and Zanten (2007) as “knowledge entrepreneurs”. For more institutionalised boundary actors also the term “boundary organizations” (Hoppe 1999; Hoppe et al. 2013) has recently gained currency. Knowledge transfer or translation activities have traditionally been conducted by policy advisors, a function which has since the 1970s been increasingly transferred from governmental organisations to policy consultants or think tanks (Dror 1979; Page and Wright 2007). As shown in Section 4, the role of think tanks and other sources of external policy advice such as ministerial advisers, private consultants and interest groups has been growing. This discourse, nevertheless, describes actors and activities specialised on transferring (scientific) knowledge, often under the term “knowledge brokerage”.

This discourse is crowded with terminology enabling different perspectives on the dynamics between various actors and sources of knowledge. “Research dissemination” or “knowledge translation” (Dobbins et al. 2009) are used to address the need to conduct and communicate research in ways that users will find helpful, while the concept of “knowledge intermediation” (Davies et al. 2008) describes the managed processes of promoting and guiding the interaction between actors and different sources of knowledge. For this “messy engagement of multiple players with different sources of knowledge” Davies et al. (ibid.) suggest the term “knowledge interaction”, while the term “science-policy interfaces” (van den Hove 2007) signifies the variety of possible relationships between scientists and other actors in the policy process. The term “knowledge transfer” describes a linear sequence of operations along the chain from producing research findings towards their use in decision making. To include all these concepts under a single umbrella concept, Ottoson (2009) suggested the term “knowledge-for-action theories”, while Bielak et al. (2008) speak of a “K*”. But whereas the knowledge utilization discourse (Section 2) rather sees scientific knowledge spreading or diffusing somewhat passively from producers towards the various uses in policy, the knowledge transfer discourse sees this travel of knowledge as an active and managed activity, requiring established linkages between actors and transformations of said knowledge along the way.

Recent literature suggests that knowledge brokers are actors who help connect existing knowledge such as research findings (or knowledge producers themselves) to actors with knowledge needs, i.e. knowledge users such as policy makers (cf. Bielak et al. 2008; Ward et al. 2009). Their activity is sometimes described using economic terminology as creating markets for knowledge and connecting demand with supply (Stone 2002; Bielak et al. 2008); other times it is likened to social network building. Beyond this narrow understanding (subsumed by Pregernig 2004 under the heading “transactional framework”), knowledge brokerage can mean “activities that enhance access to knowledge within a society” (through a “social change framework”; ibid, pp. 6–7). Overall, knowledge brokerage has been suggested to have three dimensions (Task Force 1996; cf. Pregernig 2004; Michaels 2009; Ward et al. 2009; Meyer 2010):

- knowledge capture, transfer and translation, in which knowledge brokers act as *knowledge managers*,
- development of knowledge-based networks, in which knowledge brokers act as *linkage agents*,
- development of capacities to produce and use policy-relevant knowledge, in which knowledge brokers act as *capacity builders*.

Knowledge brokerage is an activity that a range of possible actors can conduct. An obvious choice could be the producers of knowledge such as research institutes, a strategy for bridging knowledge and policy that Stone (2002) labels as supply-side approach, with the alternatives being a demand-side and a “policy-currents” approach. Nevertheless, increasing attention has been given to individuals or organisations that specialise in this activity, such as scientific advisory bodies or university technology transfer offices.7 Holmes and

---

7 Sometimes even whole countries are analysed from the perspective of knowledge brokerage activity (Oldham and McLean 1997), suggesting that such activities do not have to be conducted *laissez-faire* by independent experts or universities, but that they can have a certain national strategic importance and be covered by state “projects”.

---
Lock 2010: 33) confirm the need for specific staff “to overcome problems of lack of mutual understanding”. They suggest that the staff conducting these roles should actively provide advice to practitioners while also be involved in research activities. It would seem that the tacit knowledge of researchers is valuable in translating findings and giving advice and cannot be easily transferred to others and that knowledge brokers require a close familiarity with both worlds. One of the problems identified by this discourse is that scientists are typically not incentivised to publish in outlets where findings have a higher chance to be taken up in practice but are not relevant for a scientific career (Shanley and López 2009; cf. Owens et al. 2006).

Critics of this discourse have claimed that Caplan’s model of two communities has been adopted in a way reminiscent of the functionalist sociology of Parsons or Luhmann, i.e. with an implicit understanding of science and policy as self-contained, auto-poietic social systems. More recent explanations, developed particularly in the area of environmental and sustainability policy, try to understand the relationships of science and policy in terms of interaction between cultures (Kothari et al. 2009, Clark and Holmes 2010; cf. “epistemic cultures” in Knorr-Cetina 2007), “stable patterns of interaction” (Clark and Holmes 2010), “social worlds” (Guston 2001) or “communities of practice” (cf. Wenger 1989) instead of between two social systems. Although the differences might be subtle, these different theoretical conceptualisations result in somewhat different practical recommendations.

Clark and Holmes (2010) suggest that a more useful explanation focuses on the differences between social structures and cultures.8 They identify a range of constraints for research to better inform policy, among them the researchers’ lack of knowledge what policy makers to contact and how, lack of funding for policy-relevant research and incentives to communicate research findings to policy makers, as well as policy makers’ difficulties in accessing research findings or seeking expert advice. They try to understand these constraints as embedded in the specific and different cultures in which researchers and policy makers are placed. Therefore, as the authors suggest, to be effective, “the various initiatives need to be developed with understanding and sensitivity to differences in the social structures and cultures of people who work in research and in policy” (p. 761). They also cover a number of practical concerns, arguing, for instance, that “more opportunities are needed for advisers, policy people, researchers and experts to meet, establish and maintain contact” (ibid.).

Whereas Clark and Holmes lean towards a positivist understanding of individual actors in social contexts and structures, Guston’s (2001) understanding, in contrast, would be more social constructivist. He conceptualises science and policy as different “social worlds” and studies the boundary organisations that produce mutually instrumental knowledge accountable to both of these social worlds. A successful boundary organisation needs to internalise the boundary negotiations and “speak differently to different audiences” (p. 405). Among the examples of boundary organisations listed by the literature are scientific advisory bodies, university technology transfer centres and even ad-hoc processes such as scientific assessments. Hoppe (2009), studying the discourses of boundary arrangements to identify seven distinct discourses and sets of practices, confirms a plurality of co-existing actors and arrangements in the policy-making landscape. Studying the parameters of knowledge in boundary arrangements, Cash et al. (2003; cf. Glaser and Bates 2011) suggest that the chance that a particular piece of scientific knowledge will be taken up by policy grows when the knowledge fulfils certain criteria. Not only has it to be perceived as credible (i.e. as scientifically adequate) by relevant stakeholders, but at the same time it has to be salient (corresponding to policy makers’ needs) and legitimate (respecting the views and values of various stakeholders). Unfortunately, these three criteria are fundamentally conflicting. Cash et al. claim. When knowledge systems manage to produce knowledge fulfilling these requirements, they typically feature active and iterative communication between experts and policy makers, translation to overcome misunderstanding between the various communities, and active mediation of conflicts to increase transparency and legitimacy. They advocate institutionalisation of these functions in boundary organisations that, similarly as Guston (2001) suggests, need to face the challenge of dual accountability. The success of boundary organisations seems to rest on problem definition (i.e. “wicked” vs. tame), stage of the policy process, and the extent to which the actors are willing to blur the separation of science and policy to achieve coproductive relationships (Hoppe et al. 2013).

Another line of critique focuses on whether the increase in interaction between science and policy is producing positive effects only. Weingart (1999) and Hoppe (1999) point out the dialectical process of “scientization” of policy and “ politicization” of science, as well as the “intensification of boundary transactions” and the emergence of what Hoppe calls “strategic science” (Hoppe 2005, p. 204; cf. “Mode 2 science” of Nowotny et al. 2003).

---

8 Referring to Hughes et al. (2002), by social structure they mean the “recurrent and stable patterns in people’s interactions and their relationships” (Clark and Holmes 2010: 752), and by culture the “learned patterns for thinking, feeling and acting” (Hughes et al. 2002: 41), that nevertheless have both non-material and material components.
The fifth discourse, strongly influenced by the social studies of science (SSS) or science and technology studies (STS), stresses that what counts as knowledge in a particular situation is to be thought of as socially constructed. Therefore, one of the main notions of this discourse is that researchers should not be concerned with how to theoretically draw the boundary between scientific or expert knowledge and non-scientific or lay knowledge (or the systems of science and policy, for that matter), but observe how that boundary is drawn in practice and how the drawing process serves strategic aims (Gieryn 1983; Jasanoff and Wynne 1998, Jasanoff 2004, Hoppe et al. 2013; cf. Keller 2009). The empirical, practical drawing of the boundary produces significant strategic effects such as stabilisation of hierarchies between various forms of knowledge as well as between experts and non-experts (or citizens), attributing and distributing cognitive authority and monopolising epistemic resources, or demarcating an area as factual and thus free of contestation. Courtner (2000) describes how the institutions of science and scientific policy advice exclude, e.g., experiential knowledge or values possessed by citizens (similarly see also Fischer 2000; Adams 2004; Owens et al. 2006; Petts and Brooks 2006). Nevertheless, “objective science” is not necessarily to be found in “factual” areas: Jasanoff (2010) observes how scientists involved in policy making incorporate subjective judgements into their claims while invoking their own expert authority. Also Bader (2004) suggests that although the legitimacy of science rests on its production of descriptive and explanatory accounts, it can never be devoid of normative or expressive claims and thus fulfill the ideal of objectivity and value neutrality (cf. Keller 2009). With regard to a decision-making process, we then see that conflict not only plays out around the choice of one of the alternatives, but also around establishing the criteria that define valid and permissible knowledge to base these “rational” alternatives on, as well as around the actors included in or excluded from articulating valid knowledge claims and their criteria.

The boundary between science and “non-science” is not inherently given. Instead of being rooted in the nature of the knowledge or the processes of its production or use – note that Weingart (2001) observes that empirically there seems to be no clear separation in time or content between the activities of science and policy – the boundary is (strategically) constructed through manifold processes. To capture related discourses, practices, as well as organisational arrangements, Hoppe (2005) suggests “boundary work” as an umbrella term. Boundary work nevertheless encompasses not only the processes of boundary construction (demarcation) but also establishing interaction across different (scientific, policy-making) practices and thus can also have a coordinating function (Hoppe 2009). This latter function is, for the purpose of this paper, covered by the knowledge transfer discourse.

Boundary construction can be traced in discursive practices, in connection to competing coalitions of actors bound by particular shared discourses, storylines, or policy frames (cf. Hajer 1995). It has been suggested that scientific facts possess “interpretive flexibility” (Collins and Pinch 1982, cf. Miller 2004) and thus can be taken up by competing policy frames. It has also been suggested that it is not the rationale of facts, figures and information that justifies the decisions of policy makers, but rather the use of literary devices such as symbols, characters, plots and metaphors (Stone 1997) which elicit positive or negative reactions. In other words, the same scientific fact entering the discursive practices of different interpretive communities (e.g., science and policy) will be interpreted differently by and play different roles in these communities, a perspective captured by the concept of “boundary objects” by Star and Griesemer (1989).

Nevertheless, the positions developed in this discourse have also been used to dismantle some of the notions of the network/community view (see Section 4). For example, the theory of “epistemic communities” (Haas 1989, Adler and Haas 1992, Haas 1992) assumes, emphasising a more individualistic explanation, that members join these groups based on cause-and-effect and normative beliefs about a particular problem. Empirical studies challenged this notion and showed how assembling an epistemic community is a complex process occurring along the lines of scientific disciplines, economic interests or political ideologies (Jasanoff 1996; LaJoux 2004; cf. Meyer and Molyneux-Hodgson 2010).

These arguments favour ontologies based around structural or institutionalist explanations. The boundary can also be seen as embedded in the “structures and procedures” that give an “institutional expression” to the rationalist view of the role of science in policy making (Keller 2009: 29).9 Brand and Vadrot (2013: 208) coined the term “epistemic selectivity” to describe how

9 Keller (2009) distinguishes between rationalist and positivist views of the role of science. The rationalist view sees goals as defined by policy, while science is brought in instrumentally, as “neutral competence”, to inform policy making. Boundaries between them need to be guarded to prevent politicisation of science, and situations in which they interact need to be controlled. The positivist view, on the other hand, sees science as a resource in resolving policy controversies (with the prerequisite that science is assumed to reflect the truth) and thus “defines the terrain (for policy debate) that is factual” (ibid: 30). In Lindblom (1959), Keller finds arguments for rejecting both – and instead of striving for objective criteria to define which decision is good, she suggests to use the agreement of all participants as a measure.
political economy produces particular forms of state incorporating strategic apparatuses that "make possible the separation of what may be characterised as scientific from that which is not". On the other hand, on the level of material practice a number of studies have shown how construction and stabilisation of a boundary takes place through documents or technical devices – see, e.g., the notion of a "chain of inscriptions" (Latour 1986) or "scripts" or "programs of action" (Akrich 1992; Latour 1988) – or visually, through particular imaging techniques. So, instead of the objectivity of science, researchers should examine science’s "claims of objectivity" (Keller 2009).

The discourse offers numerous possibilities for placing power and a broader notion of politics into the centre of analysis, depending on the theoretical framework and ontology chosen. For example: How is hegemony of one discourse/discursive position or policy frame achieved and stabilised to such an extent that it is taken for granted and escapes reflection or critique? How do actor coalitions around particular discursive "storylines" (Hajer 1995) and "state projects" (Jessop 1990) form? How do different problem frames imply different solutions, questioning the objective basis for adjudicating alternatives (Hajer and Laws 2006)? How do scientific actors contribute to formation of regimes or state apparatuses with the power to determine what knowledge is scientific from that which is not? On the other hand, on the level of material practice a number of studies have shown how construction and stabilisation of a boundary takes place through documents or technical devices – see, e.g., the notion of a "chain of inscriptions" (Latour 1986) or "scripts" or "programs of action" (Akrich 1992; Latour 1988) – or visually, through particular imaging techniques. So, instead of the objectivity of science, researchers should examine science’s "claims of objectivity" (Keller 2009).

The discourse offers numerous possibilities for placing power and a broader notion of politics into the centre of analysis, depending on the theoretical framework and ontology chosen. For example: How is hegemony of one discourse/discursive position or policy frame achieved and stabilised to such an extent that it is taken for granted and escapes reflection or critique? How do actor coalitions around particular discursive "storylines" (Hajer 1995) and "state projects" (Jessop 1990) form? How do different problem frames imply different solutions, questioning the objective basis for adjudicating alternatives (Hajer and Laws 2006)? How do scientific actors contribute to formation of regimes or state apparatuses with the power to determine what knowledge is scientific from that which is not? On the other hand, on the level of material practice a number of studies have shown how construction and stabilisation of a boundary takes place through documents or technical devices – see, e.g., the notion of a "chain of inscriptions" (Latour 1986) or "scripts" or "programs of action" (Akrich 1992; Latour 1988) – or visually, through particular imaging techniques. So, instead of the objectivity of science, researchers should examine science’s "claims of objectivity" (Keller 2009).

KNOWING IN PRACTICE: RECOGNISING THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN VARIOUS FORMS OF KNOWLEDGE

Informed by the literatures on knowledge and knowing from organisational sciences as well as the ‘practice turn’ in sociology, the sixth discourse aims to re-acknowledge the importance of practitioner knowledge. Contrary to scientific knowledge, the knowledge of service delivery practitioners or local authorities as well as the technical knowledge of program managers and coordinators (cf. Lipsky 1980) relates to awareness of what to do as well as how, where, when and why to do it. It is knowledge of goals, of ends and means, rather than of facts. Parsons in this vein suggests that policy formulation should rely on “imagination, intuition and experience rather than the great ‘tool’ of coherence building, information” (2004: 55).

Besides “professional knowledge” or “practitioner knowledge”, over the last decade the term “practical knowledge” gained currency. Practical knowledge or know-how (as opposed to know-what, cf. Ryle 1949) enables the carrying out of a particular practice and includes schemes of pre-rational understanding and interpretation, sense-making, or practical judgement. Such knowledge resists verbalisation and codification as it often escapes conscious reflection – thus it is also termed “implicit knowledge”.10 Reckwitz (2003: 292) recognises three types of implicit knowledge mobilised in practices: interpretive understanding, methodical knowledge, and motivational-emotional knowledge. Schatzki (2012) recognises four types: general understandings, practical understandings, rules, and teleoffective structures. Wagenaar (2004) deals specifically with how rules are known in administrative practice. Although it was already Weber who suggested that knowledge of procedural rules represents “a special technical learning which the officials possess” (1946: 198), Wittgenstein and Polanyi made the important observations that rules are grasped in a way that is not an interpretation and does not require a conscious, intellectual activity or even a choice: rules become part of practice obeyed “blindly” and constitute an understanding that cannot be articulated. Wagenaar (2004) observes that rules (as abstract generalisations) are never automatically applicable to a concrete situation but have to be interpreted ad hoc. In fact, rules and situations are co-constitutive: rules are used to understand the situation, while the situation is used to realise the rules. “This knowledge, which [actors] have picked up through formal training and informal socialization, tells them how to interpret the situation and where to go” (ibid: 650).

10 Polanyi’s “we know more than we can tell” (1962: 4) applies here.
Recently also a distinction between knowledge and (practical) knowing has been made. This distinction brings attention to the social or communal character of practical knowledge in practice. While knowledge can be understood as a resource “deposited” in individuals, knowing requires a community in which social practice is situated and only becomes visible in doing.\(^\text{11}\) Nicolini et al. (2003: 3) write that “knowing precedes knowledge, both logically and chronologically”, and identify the following characteristics of knowing: it is (1) situated in a system of ongoing practices of action, (2) mediated by artefacts and (3) rooted in a context of interaction. Knowledge that exists through such knowing is “acquired through some form of participation, and it is continually reproduced and negotiated; that is, it is always dynamic and provisional” (ibid: 8). Similarly, Wagenaar observes that “knowing is social in the sense of being rooted in, being part of, a largely unarticulated reservoir of background knowledge” (2004: 650). Knowing is thus “not separable from doing, and learning is a social” – and we might also add, material – “and not merely a cognitive activity” (ibid.). This has also been acknowledged by Lave and Wenger (1991; Wenger 1998) in their work on “communities of practice”, a concept supposed to bridge between cognitive and social aspects of learning, where knowledge is “integrated and distributed in the life of the community” (Nicolini et al. 2003: 15). Also studies focusing on “local knowledge” or “lay knowledge” suggest that such knowledge represents “intense contextualized knowledge of people in their local environments” (Petts and Brooks 2006; cf. Wynne 1991). As such it is embedded in the world around and shared informally within social groups and communities. Adams (2004) points out that one of the effects of the rationalist creed of expertise is an overemphasis on individual knowledge over community or shared knowledge.

---

\(^{11}\) Cook suggests that “knowledge is knowing at rest” (personal communication). Freeman and Sturdy (2014) elaborate on the distinction between “embodied knowledge” and “inscribed knowledge”, on the one hand, and “enacted knowledge”, on the other. The latter is the only knowledge that is definite (i.e. tangible and “operating” for and during an enactment or doing), transient (lasting only during enactment), and collective.
on a clear problem” (Colebatch 2006: 317), but there are also different forms of
knowing. These forms of knowing come to the fore in participatory and inter-
active exercises, displacing more traditional problem-solving types of knowing.
There are several difficulties with the operationalisation of the precepts
put forth by this discourse. First, there is no theoretical or empirical guidance
for conceptualising transfer of knowledge between different practices. Sec-
ond, because of the focus on observable practice, which is treated as collective
and situated accomplishment of competent (or increasingly competent) par-
ticipants, a number of aspects become occluded. The researcher
acquires a view of practice “as it is”, but does not see structural inequality re-
sulting from that practice, or legitimate interests of actors, in other sites. Sites
and actors effectively isolated from the observed practice are invisible. What
Lukes (1974) terms as the second and third dimensions of power, i.e. the exclu-
sion of actors from conflict and the prevention of interests from being formed
and articulated, cannot effectively be researched. That also implies structural
selectivity in terms of the knowledge permitted into a policy-making practice,
unless the researcher relies also on other approaches. Combined with the fact
that it is conceptually impossible to envision a possible “working” but as yet
non-existent practice, this strictly limits the possibility of thinking knowledge
integration or its costs.

**SIMILARITIES, DIFFERENCES, STRATEGIES: A DISCUSSION**

The discourses presented in detail in the sections above are summarised in Ta-
ble 1. We list there the central metaphor organising the discourse, forming the
“backbone” of the “ensemble of ideas, concepts and categorizations”, and fur-
ther the problem, the primary problem to solve (see so

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse</th>
<th>Central metaphor</th>
<th>Problem to solve</th>
<th>Proposed solution</th>
<th>Criticism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evidence-based policy making (EBPM)</td>
<td>Identifying “what works”</td>
<td>Opinion-based or ideological decision making</td>
<td>Production of “usable” evidence to assess the causal effects of proposed or implemented policies; evaluation</td>
<td>Democratic deficits (particular forms of science as the only legitimate knowledge, exclusion of other voices), unreliability of causal knowledge for societal interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge utilisation</td>
<td>Range of uses of research findings in policy; contextual limits to instrumental use</td>
<td>Low level of instrumental use and influence of research on decision making</td>
<td>Tools for identifying and classifying the uses of knowledge in policy processes and organisations</td>
<td>Conceptual, methodological and practical difficulties with tracing pathways of research findings; assumed linearity of research impact; implied primacy of scientific findings and their instrumental use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy learning</td>
<td>Causes, mechanisms and patterns of the “travel” of particular ideas or policy instruments across time and space</td>
<td>Insufficient ability to learn from experience of others as well as own</td>
<td>“Lesson drawing” as an intentional exercise of learning from experience to accompany decision processes</td>
<td>Difficulty to identify cases of learning (i.e. to establish causal linkages between policy change and mechanisms of policy transfer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To better understand the similarities and differences between the discourses presented above we used several axes of analysis consisting of sets of binary oppositions or scales. First, we inquired whether the purpose of research conducted within the frame of the discourse is primarily prescriptive or descriptive (see also the columns “problem to solve” and “proposed solution” in Table 1). Second, we checked whether the nature of policy making dominant within the discourse is understood as rational problem solving or rather as including also negotiation of interests and influence of power effects on the tackling of uncertainties (“puzzling and powering”; Hall 1993). The third axis is concerned with the forms and nature of the knowledge that is primarily drawn on in policy making. Even though a simple dichotomy of “scientific knowledge only vs. (also) other forms” could be constructed, we recognise several forms of scientific knowledge and types of scientific rationality (cf. Hoppe 1999): a “narrow” form concerned primarily with “facts” or claims about the causal effects of an intervention fulfilling scientific criteria of quality; “procedural” scientific knowledge referring to problem structuring, planning, budgeting, evaluation, data management and similar methods and procedures to ensure the rigour of policy making; and an “enlarged” concept of scientific rationality including also the functions of societal critique, participatory validation of scientific procedures or results, and structured deliberation between and elicitation of views of various societal actors (particularly citizens) in support of a policy-making process. In the knowledge transfer discourse, we also mention “translated scientific knowledge”, i.e. scientific findings reinterpreted and reframed, simplified and aggregated, and reformulated and reformatted by knowledge brokers to increase their compatibility with the logics of policy. In addition to scientific knowledge other forms include, e.g., ordinary citizen knowledge, practical knowledge and intuition of policy makers etc. (see also Section 7). What we understand as “form” in this respect implies that knowledge is not “neat as a pin” but it is indivisibly entangled with practices, patterns of social organisation, resource allocation and subjectivation. Fourth, we tried to generalise the forces or factors favoured by the explanations in the individual discourses, i.e. whether they are rather structural such as institutions, social organisation, historical determinism or economic forces, on one hand, or individual – agency realised through various kinds of resources, on the other. Lastly, we tried to identify any epistemological and ontological commitments shared across each of the discourses.

It should be noted that applying these binary categories is an exercise in construction of oppositions, unification, and classification – and as such it tends to eliminate complexity and subtle differences among individual arguments for the purpose of providing a simplified schema. Such a move inher-
ently involves power effects and should be legitimised by its purpose—beyond a simple ease of clustering/structuring our normative purpose is to voice critique against technocratic approaches to policy making and open up new avenues for critical policy analysis. Further, applying binary categories is never entirely straightforward; due to the breadth of the discourses it is often hard for one side of the axis to seamlessly describe or fully exhaust the discourse. As an example, even strongly descriptive studies contain some kind of judgement and formulate recommendations (prescriptions). Our classification should therefore rather be understood as a focus or preoccupation of the discourse, a tendency. Also, we have used these axes and their categories for analysing discourses and not their identification (see Section 1), as we consider these axes to be tools brought to bear by the observer rather than inherent or constitutive categories or oppositions around which discourses form (although it is possible that in specific cases the boundaries between the discourses correspond to these binary oppositions). The results can be found in Table 2.

Table 2 Applying five analytical axes to the discourses of knowledge in policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse</th>
<th>Purpose of research</th>
<th>Nature of policy making</th>
<th>Emphasised form of knowledge in policy making</th>
<th>Explanatory factors</th>
<th>Epistemology/ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evidence-based policy making (EBPM)</td>
<td>Prescriptive</td>
<td>Rational decision making</td>
<td>Scientific (facts; narrow concept of scientific rationality)</td>
<td>Rational individuals in organisational contexts (institutions)</td>
<td>Positivist/realist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge utilisation</td>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>Puzzling and powering</td>
<td>Scientific (facts; narrow concept of scientific rationality)</td>
<td>Structural (institutional setup, political context etc.)</td>
<td>Positivist/realist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy learning</td>
<td>Rather descriptive</td>
<td>Puzzling and powering</td>
<td>Various forms (incl. procedural scientific knowledge)</td>
<td>Structural forces (e.g., globalisation, structure of networks, policy environment), learning mostly related to social structures (policy systems, networks or communities)</td>
<td>Wider range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge transfer</td>
<td>Rather prescriptive</td>
<td>Rational decision making</td>
<td>Scientific (both facts and procedural; translation of scientific knowledge)</td>
<td>Individual agency, but strong role of social contexts</td>
<td>Wider range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social construction of knowledge and boundaries</td>
<td>Rather descriptive</td>
<td>Focus on powering</td>
<td>Various forms (incl. enlarged concept of scientific knowledge)</td>
<td>Role of rational individual actors furthering their strategic interests vs. role of hegemonic power structures</td>
<td>Interpretivist/social constructivist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowing in practice</td>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>Focus on puzzling</td>
<td>Various forms with emphasis on practical knowledge; integral unity of knowing (judging, reflecting on goals etc.) and doing</td>
<td>Social practice as analytical unit; collectively shared and reproduced cognitive, linguistic, interpretive or material resources</td>
<td>Interpretivist/social constructivist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors
The discourses of EBPM (Section 2), knowledge utilisation (Section 3) and knowledge transfer (Section 5) share the explicit assumption that it would be possible to arrive at better policy outcomes if we were to possess more or better knowledge (or be able to render the world more knowable). External experts (such as scientists) should provide that knowledge, typically in the form of policy advice. This assumption is thus sometimes termed “knowledge gap”. Nevertheless, that is by no means a recent idea. Long ago, for Weber the “technical means and calculations” (1946: 139) were the means through which rationality in decision making was enabled. Foucault describes how as far back as in the late 18th century specific administrative mechanisms for management of the relationships between populations and their territories were developed in reliance on scientific knowledge in areas such as statistics (the “science of the state”), demography, geography, or public health (Foucault 1978; cf. de Certeau 1984, Rutherford 1999). In Table 2 some other complementarities between these three discourses can be seen; e.g., EBPM and knowledge transfer discourses share a prescriptive orientation, an understanding of policy as rational problem solving and an emphasis on scientific knowledge. All three discourses share also the positivist assumption that science “speaks the truth” (even though it might be distorted by strategic interests of actors) and should therefore be awarded primacy in the implied hierarchy of knowledge (parts of the knowledge transfer discourse nevertheless recognise the role of interpretation).

But the discourses also seem to be strategically linked into an “apparatus” that is fundamentally transforming science as well as the policy process and the roles of various actors. The EBPM discourse seems to provide legitimacy for the primacy of scientific knowledge while telling us how science is to be conducted in order to produce “usable evidence”. The knowledge transfer discourse then formulates additional responsibilities for researchers in the form of communication and dissemination of their findings and introduces intermediary actors who possess the capacity to judge as well as represent scientific knowledge. The knowledge utilisation discourse then offers a conceptual apparatus to help distinguish between “proper” (instrumental) and “improper” (symbolic, political) use of research. Looking at this assemblage critically, its results include creation of markets for and commodification of knowledge, transformation of higher education towards “entrepreneurial universities”, increasingly competitive and precarious working conditions for academic staff who are relabelled as “knowledge workers”, as well as exclusion of non-experts from decision making. Perhaps the strategic compatibilities between these three discourses could contribute to the account of the dialectics between “politicalisation of science” and “scientisation of policy” (Hoppe 1999, Weingart 2001).

It is somewhat striking that these discourses, while framing policy making as rational problem solving, do not offer conceptual tools for grasping some of the central categories of political science such as power, interests and conflict. When policy makers decide without consulting scientific evidence or outright against it, they are understood to do so on the basis of “opinions” or “ideology”, or as “strategic” action with a view to their own political interests such as re-election or satisfying their clienteles through resource allocation. The political rationality of “powering” is in conflict with the aspiration for a disinterested search for truth and optimal policy solutions. Because of the positivist assumption that scientific knowledge is objective if rigorous methods are followed, and because EBPM provides a unified standard for measuring mentioned rigorously, any conflict between knowledge claims or interests played out in the epistemic arena can be solved by comparing the “quality” of these claims-cum-evidence on the “evidence hierarchy”. This also implies a singular, ultimately knowable and non-contradictory nature of reality and furthermore omits that scientific facts need to be interpreted – and can be interpreted in differing ways. These discourses are also blind to the intertwining of factual and normative claims in scientific practice and evidence; see Section 6. Conflict is transformed into a technical-administrative problem of applying the criteria for judging the quality of evidence, with the effect that some legitimate political interests will be stripped of the knowledge giving them ground and some knowledge will lose legitimacy, such as ordinary citizen knowledge or the practical intuition and skill of policy makers. Producing such technical criteria and standards is thus a move to erase the epistemic dimension of “powering” or political conflict. Thus, struggles about how to define knowledge and what forms it can take, what methods produce valid knowledge, and which actors contribute to its production, take part in its use, or are influenced by it, thus cease to be legitimately political conflicts. Over the last years there has been an increasing effort on the part of the knowledge utilisation literature (Davies et al. 2005; cf. Nutley et al. 2007; Boswell 2009) to develop conceptual and methodological tools that would help eliminate “ambiguities” of knowledge use in the policy process and help shift from legitimizing to substantiating uses of scientific knowledge.

As compared to the science-centric image of policy making shared across these three discourses, the policy learning discourse (Section 4) shows how even non-scientific factual knowledge acquires legitimacy in the policy system either by applying procedural scientific rationality (i.e. by following protocols of lesson drawing), or through its social character, by becoming a part of a “corpus” of causal understandings, beliefs, policy frames or values of particular networks or communities. There are compatibilities with the knowledge utili-
sation literature (uses of research findings in policy) and the knowledge transfer literature (mechanisms through which particular findings travel, transform and find their addressees). Nevertheless, the policy learning discourse adds a particular sensibility towards the effects of knowledge and learning in the form of policy change as well as an understanding that policy change does not have to result from rational problem solving or negotiation of political interests but can also depend on structural forces specific to modernity or, for example, coercive relations between policy systems. The focus on learning as a result of a socially situated practice or interaction, on the one hand, and on beliefs, frames or schemata of interpretation innate to particular social structures active in the processes of policy, on the other hand, represents avenues of compatibility both with the knowing-in-practice discourse (Section 7), and with the discourse on the social construction of knowledge (Section 6). The policy learning discourse thus seems to be situated centrally, in a potentially connective and transformative position – depending, of course, on epistemological and ontological compatibilities.

It could also be argued that democracy can be fostered if the above assumptions about neutral and objective science hold, and if negotiations of epistemic criteria are shifted away from the sphere of the political into the sphere of the expert (Nutley and Webb 2000; cf. Etzioni 1968). The ideal of the separation of factual, value-neutral claims from normative claims suggests that decision makers are provided with best available knowledge on the basis of which a purely political process of formulating policy goals can take place. As opposed to the knowledge creation process, in the political process science has no authoritative claim and is only one voice among many – i.e. science facilitates decisions but does not determine them (cf. the roles of policy analysis in Hoppe 1999). These proposals are maybe not so distant from the aspirations of “civic science” (Section 6) and the proposed hybrid forms of technocratic and democratic decision making. But there is evidence that the separation between producing useful information for decision making (expert logic, “puzzling”) and the democratic character of decision making (political logic, “powering”) is not so easy to achieve. Over the last decades the benign and value-neutral role of scientific knowledge has increasingly been questioned by critical scholars and political activists, raising doubts whether – even notwithstanding the political processes of interpretation, framing or argument selection in the realm of policy – science can withdraw into the realm of the apolitical (Section 6). Focusing on structural and procedural aspects of power, and how science participates in them, opens a much more political and conflict-oriented view of policy making that challenges the image of separation between the expert logic and the political logic. Another way to problematize the image of a clean bound-

CONCLUSION: KNOWLEDGE IN POLICY AND THE QUEST FOR A DEMOCRATIC EPISTEMIC POLITICS

In this paper we attempted to identify the central academic discourses on knowledge and policy and, through their condensed and structured comparison, to contribute to the possibilities of new ways of analysis. We identified six “lowercase d” discourses: evidence-based policy making, knowledge utilisation, policy learning, knowledge transfer, social construction of knowledge and boundaries, and knowing in practice. We compared them across a range of categories, including perceived problem and proposed solution, understanding of policy making, or epistemology and ontology. Even though we understood discourses as enactments of ordering attempts in sociomaterial practice – and thus as inherently unstable, in need of constant reproduction and permanently open to change – we contributed to the literature by our own projective ordering of “existing” discourses since we believe that such a condensed representation opens some new avenues of analysis. First, we are able to conduct
comparisons and trace similarities and links between discourses, thus bringing more starkly into the foreground the differing logics of the discourses – problems to solve, proposed solutions, understanding of policy making – that bind the “ensembles of ideas, concepts and categorizations” together. Second, such an abstract representation also starts opening ways to think of strategic apparatuses of multiple discourses and the potential strategies and power effects such apparatuses are able to manifest, a notion which we briefly discussed on the example of the transformation of science and policy under the notions of technocratic problem solving and impartial science.

Lastly, we paid attention to the political and power dimensions of the procedural and institutional arrangement of policy processes in respect to knowledge, a dimension that is not entirely in the foreground of dominant debates. We hope to have persuaded the reader of a need to expand the notion of knowledge in policy into the realm of epistemic politics. Also, we have presented discourses that may lead to further research, such as the various uses of knowledge by policy actors, forms of knowledge in policy work and practice, coping with multiple accountability demands through knowledge translation work conducted by boundary actors, institutionalisation of knowledge boundaries and hierarchies in state apparatuses, models of science-policy interactions, or links of actor coalitions and their interests to political economy. This might also require new research strategies and methodological designs relying on, e.g., critical discourse analysis, organisational ethnography, shadowing, (historical) tracing of associations, and sensibility for the multiple discursive, material or institutional means through which politics of knowledge and related conflicts are being framed, led, resolved or avoided, on the one hand, but also the more sensitive quantitative tools for understanding knowledge use and actor influence beyond citation network analysis, on the other hand. With this overview we intend to make a contribution to increased exchange between scholars from across these different discourses.
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